Effective: **Tuesday, November 21st – Sunday, November 26th**

**NOTE**

*Regular Service*: (fixed routes & NITE Ride) will operate on a normal semester schedule unless noted otherwise.

*Reduced Service*: Check published schedules. Runs of some routes marked with an “X” will not operate.

### Thanksgiving Service

**Tuesday, November 21st:**

- **Regular Service**: All routes except 115, 116, 117, 118, and 122 will operate on Fall 2017 schedules.

- The following routes will run with the following approximate headways until midnight:
  - **116 Purple** every 35 minutes, **117 Blue** every 20 minutes, **118 Gold** every 38 minutes, **122 Green** every 36 minutes.

- The following routes will **NOT** operate: **115 Orange**

**Wednesday, November 22nd: Special Commuter Service**

- The **104 College Park Metro Station** run with headways every 11 minutes from 5:50 am to 7:46 pm and then headways every 22 minutes until 12:10 am.

- The following routes will operate on **Regular Fall 2017 Schedules**
  - 105, 109, 141, 142.

- The following routes will operate on **Fall 2017 Friday Schedules**:
  - 108, 113, 126, 127, 128

- The following routes will operate on **Reduced Service on Fall 2017 Friday Schedules**:
  - 110, 111, 114, 132, 143

- The following routes will run with the following approximate headways until midnight:
  - **116 Purple** every 35 minutes, **117 Blue** every 20 minutes, **118 Gold** every 38 minutes, **122 Green** every 36 minutes.

- The following routes will **NOT** operate:
  - **115 Orange**, 131 MGM/Enclave, USG.

**Thursday, November 23rd - Saturday, November 25th: No Service**

- 109 River Road will operate on Friday, November 24th.
- All other routes will not operate.

### Fall Service

**Sunday, November 26th**

Fall 2017 Service resumes

For additional information call **(301) 314-DOTS**

For specific route information please visit [transportation.umd.edu/nextbus.html](http://transportation.umd.edu/nextbus.html)